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The first hypernucleus was discovered by Danysz 
and Pniewski in 1952. It was formed in a cosmic 
ray interaction in a balloon-flown emulsion plate.   
        M. Danysz and J. Pniewski, Phil. Mag. 44 (1953) 348 

•   Λ → p + π - (64%);    Λ → n + π 0 (36%) 

What are hypernucleus? 
Hypernucleus of lowest  A 

•  Y-N interaction: a good window to 
   understand the baryon potential  
 
•  Binding energy and lifetime are  
   very sensitive to Y-N interactions 
 

•   Hypertriton: ΔB=130±50 KeV; r~10fm 
 

•   Production rate via coalescence  
   at RHIC depends on overlapping wave  
   functions of n+p+Λ in final state 
 

•   Hypertriton and anti-hypertriton ratios  
   sensitive to matter and anti-matter  
   profiles in heavy-ion collisions 
 

•   Important first step for searching for 
   other exotic hypernuclei (double-Λ) 

Nucleus which contains at least one hyperon in addition to nucleons. 
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 From Hypernuclei to Neutron Stars 
Nuclei       Baryon-Baryon Interaction       Neutron Stars 

S=-1 

S=-2 

 S=-0 

Several possible configurations of Neutron Stars 
–  hyperons, strange quark matter 

Single and double hypernuclei in the laboratory:  
–  study the strange sector of the baryon-baryon interaction 
–  provide info on EOS of neutron stars 
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 The mesonic decay of hypertriton  

In @1# the hypertriton state has been determined in a par-
tial wave representation and we refer to @1# for the details of
our notation. Here we need only the form

uC
L
3 H&5(

a
E dpp2E dqq2upqa&Ca~pq !, ~21!

where p ,q are the magnitudes of the Jacobi momenta ~9! and
a denotes the following set of discrete quantum numbers:

a[~ ls ! j S l
1
2 D I~ jI !J~ t0 !T . ~22!

Here (ls) j describes the coupling of orbital angular momen-
tum l and total spin s to the total two-body angular momen-
tum j of the NN subsystem, (l 1

2 )I the corresponding cou-
pling of orbital and spin angular momentum of L to its total
angular momentum I , ( jI)J , the resulting jI coupling to the
total angular momentum J , and finally the isospin coupling
of the two-nucleon isospin t50 and the isospin zero of the L
particle to total isospin T50.
Also for the evaluation of the matrix elements in ~19! and

the solution of the Faddeev equation ~20! we work in a par-
tial wave representation, using a complete set of basis states
now for three nucleons. They are again denoted as upqa&N
but adding a subscript N to indicate that the Jacobi momenta
are now from ~8!. Furthermore one has to note that this is a
subset of states antisymmetrized in the subsystem of par-
ticles 1 and 2, thus (l1s1t) has to be odd.
Now projecting the Faddeev equation into the basis

upqa&N and inserting appropriate decompositions of the
unity one gets

N^pqauU&5(E (E N^pqautG0~11P !up8q8a8&NN

3^p8q8a8uOup9q9a9&Ca9~p9q9!

1(E N^pqautG0Pup8q8a8&NN^p8q8a8uU&.

~23!

This is a coupled set of integral equations, with a kernel part,
which is well known @17# from 3N scattering, and an inho-
mogeneous term, whose part left of O is also familiar from
electron scattering @15#. What is left as a new structure is the

application of the O matrix onto the wave function compo-
nent of the hypertriton. This is given in Appendix B.
Once the amplitudes N^pqauU& are determined, the ma-

trix element in ~19! is evaluated by quadrature in the manner
described in @17# and references therein. The first matrix el-
ement in Eq. ~19!, the plane wave impulse approximation
with respect to the nucleons, is also evaluated by the same
techniques via partial wave decomposition.

III. RESULTS

We used a hypertriton wave function based on the
Nijmegen 93 NN potential @18# and the Nijmegen YN inter-
action @2#, which include the L2S transitions. The number
of different a quantum numbers ~22!, usually called chan-
nels, used in the solution of the corresponding Faddeev equa-
tion is 102. This leads to a fully converged state, which has
the proper antisymmetrization among the two nucleons built
in. Also the NN and YN correlations are exactly included as
generated by the various baryon-baryon forces ~see @1#!. The
SNN part of the state has a probability of 0.5% and will be
neglected.
Let us first regard the decay channel:

L
3 H!p213He.

In that channel we use the 3He wave function generated by
the Faddeev equation with the Nijmegen 93 NN interaction
@18#. The kinematically fixed value of the pion momentum is
kp5117.4 MeV/c . From ~4! and ~10! we obtain the total
decay rate GHe50.973 3 10 9 sec21 as our theoretical pre-
diction. It should be compared to the value 1.066 0.413109
sec21 which we estimate from the total L

3 H decay lifetime
t5~ 2.44 1 0.26 20.22! 310210 @11# ~neglecting the non-
mesonic piece!, using the factor 3/2 of Eq. ~3! from isospin
and the ratio R ~see the Introduction!. The decay rates and
lifetimes for both mesons are given in Table I.
Let us now ask more detailed questions in relation to that

3He channel. For the free L decay into p1p2 the proton
turns out to be polarized as a consequence of the interference
between the two operators in ~13!. For unpolarized L’s the
polarization of the proton in the direction of the outgoing p2

is easily evaluated as

TABLE I. Partial and total mesonic and nonmesonic decay rates and corresponding lifetimes.

Channel G @sec21# G/ GL t5G21 @sec#
3He 1p2 and 3H 1 p0 0.146 31010 0.384 0.684 31029

d1p 1p2 and d1n1p0 0.235 31010 0.619 0.425 31029

p 1 p 1 n 1 p2 and p 1 n 1 n 1p0 0.368 3108 0.0097 0.271 31027

All mesonic channels 0.385 31010 1.01 0.260 31029

d1 n 0.67 3107 0.0018 0.15 31026

p 1 n 1 n 0.57 3108 0.015 0.18 31027

All nonmesonic channels 0.64 3108 0.017 0.16 31027

All channels 0.391 31010 1.03 2.56 310210

Expt. @6# 2.64 10.92 20.54 310210

Expt. ~averaged! @11# 2.44 1 0.26 20.22 310210

1598 57KAMADA, GOLAK, MIYAGAWA, WITAŁA, AND GLÖCKLE
Kamada et al., PRC 57, 1595(1998) 
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 Focus on the hypertriton lifetime (1) 

The lifetime measurements are interesting especially in view of the short 
values from early experiments : 
 
The 1st measurements is (0.95+0.19

-0.15)*10-10s from helium bubble chamber, by Block 
et al., presented in the proceeding of Conference on Hyperfragments at St, Cergue, 
1963, p.62  
 
Results from AGS nuclear-emulsion experiments: (0.9+2.2

-0.4)*10-10s, Phys. Rev.136 
(1964) B1803, 
            from Bevatron and AGS Phys. Rev. 139(1965) B401 
                 2-body (3 in flight, 4 at rest) (0.8+1.9

-0.3)*10-10s 
                 2-body combined with 3-body (5 in flight, 18 at rest) (3.4+8.2

-1.4)*10-10s 
 
Nuclear-emulsion with maximum likelihood procedure, Nucl. Phys. B 16 (1970) 46, 
(1.28+0.35

-0.26)*10-10s,  
 

Though the mesonic decays are Pauli blocked in heavier hypernuclei, they are the 
dominant channels in hypertriton. 
In experiment, the 2-body helium3 channel and the 3-body deuteron channel are 
easier to access. 
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But other measurements gave different values: 
 

Helium bubble chamber from Argonne ZGS: 
 (2.32+0.45

-0.34)*10-10s, PRL 20 (1968)819 
 (2.64+0.84

-0.52)*10-10s, PRD 1(1970)66 
 (2.46+0.62

-0.41)*10-10s, NPB 67(1973)269 
 
Nuclear-emulsion from Bevatron: 

2-body is (2.00+1.10
-0.64)*10-10s and 3-body (3.84+2.40

-1.32)*10-10s,  
and a combined of (2.74+1.10

-0.72)*10-10s 
                                                               PRL 20(1968)1383 

 
How about the theoretical understanding of these experimental results? 

 Focus on the hypertriton lifetime (2) 
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The hypertriton being a loosely-bound nuclear system, its mean lifetime 
should not be significantly different from that of the free Lambda 
 

Theoretical calculations from Dalitz et al., initially gave a short value and 
updated later on a larger value close to the free Lambda’s 

Phys. Lett. 1 (1962) 58 and Nuovo Cimento A 46,786 (1986) 
 
 
The calculations based on modern 3-body interaction force, the total lifetime 

is predicted to be 2.56*10-10s, Phys. Rev. C 57 (1998) 1595 
 
 
The hypertriton lifetime data are not sufficiently accurate to distinguish 
between models, more precise measurements are needed. 

 Focus on the hypertriton lifetime (3) 
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   Results from RHIC-STAR Col. 
Previous measurement (before 1973) 
Use nuclear emulsion or bubble chamber. 
Accepted events: less than 80  
 
STAR 2010 measurement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STAR 2012 measurement 
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Previous measurement 
       STAR Collaboration, Science 328 (2010)58  

Run4 200GeV MB 22M 
Run4 200GeV Central  23M 
Run7 200GeV MB 68M 

Run10 200GeV MB ~223M 
Run10 200GeV Central ~199M 
Run10&11 low 
energies   

MB ~213M 

It is promising to obtain an improved lifetime measurement using the new data   
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  Relativistic heavy-ion collisions 
initial stage 

pre-equilibrium  

QGP and hydrodynamic 
expansion 

hadronization and freeze-out 

PCM & clust. hadronization

NFD

NFD & hadronic TM

PCM & hadronic TM

CYM & LGT

string & hadronic TM

u  Initial condition of collisions 

u  New state of matter : QGP 

u  Hadronization and hadronic interaction 

RHIC creates hot and dense matter, containing dozens of 
hyperons in central events : ideal source of hypernuclei studies. 

RHIC white paper: Nucl. Phys. A 757 
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RHIC BRAHMSPHOBOS
PHENIX

STAR

AGS

TANDEMS

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) 
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The STAR Detector 

TPC: effectively 3-D ionization camera with over 50 million pixels.  

STAR: a complex set of various detectors, a wide range of measurements and a 
broad coverage of different physics topics.   STAR-TPC: NIMA 499 (2003) 659 

STAR-detector: NIMA 499 (2003) 624 
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 Event display 

!

A beautiful event in the STAR TPC that includes the production and decay of a 
antihypertriton candidate. (Data taken from Run4 Au+Au 200GeV MB collision) 

STAR Collaboration, Science 328 (2010) 58  
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Run10 7.7GeV MB ~4M 
Run10 11.5GeV MB ~11M 
Run11 19.6GeV MB ~31M 
Run11 27GeV MB ~49M 
Run10 39GeV MB ~118M 
Run10 200GeV MB ~223M 
Run10 200GeV Central ~199M 
Run7   200GeV MB ~56M 

Datasets and event statistics 

 Datasets and track selection 

Analysis method: secondary vertex finding 
technique 
•  Identify 3He and π candidate 
•  Find the V0 position from daughters pairing 
•  Plot the invariant mass dis. of daughters 
•  Combinatorial background analysis 
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   The largest Hypertriton sample          

Signal observed from the data (bin-by-bin counting [2.986,2.996]GeV): 602±63, 
which is the largest hypertriton sample ever created

Background estimation: rotated background 

Statistics: Run7+Run10+Run11 MB+Central, ~610M events 

bin width 4MeV bin width 2MeV 

STAR preliminary STAR preliminary 

background: form: 
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Hypertriton signal from STAR BES at         =7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 200GeV sNN
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Signal in separated decay length bins 

Measure the hypertriton signal in different L/βγ bins: 
2-5-8-11-41cm 

Combined dataset  

run10： 7.7, 11.5, 39, 200GeV MiniBias, 

run10： 200GeV central; run11: 19.6, 27GeV MB 

N(t) = N(0)× e−t/τ = N(0)× e
−L βγcτ

STAR preliminary STAR preliminary STAR preliminary 

STAR preliminary 
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New hypertriton lifetime result 

STAR 2012 preliminary result: 
STAR 2010+2012 combined fit: 

τ =123±22
26 ±10ps

τ =138±20
23 ps
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Measurement from HpyHI project 
C. Rappold et al. / Nuclear Physics A 913 (2013) 170–184 181

Fig. 9. (Color online.) Profiled likelihood ratio for interval estimation of Λ-hyperon (a1), 3
ΛH (b1), and 4

ΛH hypernuclei
(c1). Interval estimation for 1 standard deviation is shown on each profiled likelihood ratio. Binned decay length distri-
butions of the signal region of Λ-hyperon (a2), 3

ΛH (b2), and 4
ΛH hypernuclei (c2) with the fitted model, which included

the exponential function resulted from the unbinned maximum likelihood fit and the background contribution estimated
by the sidebands. The black line represents the fitted model, while the blue dotted line represents the contribution of the
exponential function.

Table 3
Contributions to the systematic errors.

Contribution to the systematic Λ 3
ΛH 4

ΛH

Vertex Z pos (%) 8 18 14
Primary Vertex (%) 4 4 8
Scaling (%) 11 6 17
Sideband (%) 8 6 10
Total (%) 17 20 25

4.1. Study of the systematic uncertainty

The systematic uncertainty in deducing the lifetime was also investigated, as summarized in
Table 3. First, the boundary range of the longitudinal vertex position cut was set to several values
in order to deduce the effect of the cut condition. The resultant systematic uncertainty is listed
in the second row of Table 3 (Vertex Z pos). It is mainly due to the change in the data sam-
ple’s size, which influences the fitting procedure. In the lifetime estimation, the primary vertex
position is not perfectly defined. Variations on the primary vertex can be studied to determine
possible systematic influence to lifetime uncertainty. As explained the primary vertex position
is restrained by the beam hit position on the TOF-start detector, however it does not define well
enough the vertex position in 3-dimensions. By means of Monte Carlo simulations for the miss-

τ =183±32
42 ±37ps

Hypernuclear spectroscopy at GSI: 6Li projectiles on 12C target at 2 A GeV 
presents the hypertriton lifetime measurement from 2-body channel: 

Nucl. Phys. A 913(2013)170 

C. Rappold et al. / Nuclear Physics A 913 (2013) 170–184 181
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Lambda                  Hypertriton                   4H(Lambda) 
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C. Rappold, R. Saito et al., Phys. Lett. B 728, 543(2014) 

•  The combined analysis of the world data for the lifetime of 3ΛH and 4 ΛH  gave the 
average of 3 ΛH and 4ΛH lifetime was respectively 216+19−16 ps and 192+20−18ps. 

•  With these studies, it has been revealed that the measured lifetime of 3 ΛH and 4ΛH 
can be significantly shorter than that of the Λ–hyperon. 

On the measured lifetime of light hypernuclei  3ΛH and  4ΛH 
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The physics for short lifetime? 
Revisit the previous theoretical calculation: 
 
A statistical combination analysis of the experimental lifetime data give average of 
216+19

-18 ps for hypertriton, indicated that the lifetime of light hypernuclei is 
significantly shorter than the free Lambda’s 
 
 
 
Revisit binding energy  (130 ± 50 kev), STAR exp. 3-body analysis have significant 
progress. 
 
 
Physics implications: 
(1) Loose Lambda inside hypernucleus, 
   hypernuclear lifetime ~ free Labmda 
(2) Stronger lambda-n interaction,  
   hypernuclear lifetime < free Labmda 
……… 
 

(1)  (2)  
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 (nnΛ) signal in HI reaction? 

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

C. RAPPOLD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 88, 041001(R) (2013)

and identify hypernuclei by means of the invariant mass
method [22].

We performed an experiment with 6Li projectiles at 2A GeV
with an intensity of 3 × 106 ion per second bombarding on a
carbon (12C) graphite target with a thickness of 8.84 g/cm2.
The data collection occurred during a period of 3.5 days with
an integrated luminosity of 0.066 pb−1. The main goal of the
experiment was to identify and study the production and the
decay of light hypernuclei, 3

!H and 4
!H, as well as ! hyperons

in order to demonstrate the feasibility of such hypernuclear
spectroscopy. Within the same data set other possible final
states can be studied to search for extremely neutron-rich and
neutral hypernuclei such as a bound state of two neutrons
with a ! hyperon, 3

!n. The observation of a 3
!n state was

not feasible in the previous emulsion technique and bubble
chamber experiments since this bound state has no charge and
could not be distinguished from the background induced by the
! hyperon. Garcilazo et al. studied theoretically the nn! state
and revealed that it should be unbound [23]; however, recent
lattice QCD calculations for three-body states [24] indicate
that 3

!n might be bound. Additional considerations from Dalitz
and Downs [25] show possible decay channels of such a state,
3
!n → p + n + n+π− and 3

!n → t + π− and the first
calculation on its binding energy. In a revised calculation
presented in Ref. [26], they concluded again that the existence
of 3

!n was improbable. In the later publication by Dalitz and
Levi Setti on the possible unusual light hypernuclei [27],
the possibility of 3

!n existence was still discarded; however,
experimental evidences were welcome, and they discussed the
possibilities of 5

!n and 4
!n as well.

The experiment involved tracking systems of scintillating
fiber detector arrays and two drift chambers for the secondary
vertex determination. Four scintillating hodoscope walls were
adjoined to the tracking systems for tracking and time-of-flight
measurements of charged particles across a large acceptance
dipole magnet. The tracking system for vertexing was placed
in front of the dipole magnet around the expected decay
volume of hypernuclei. Behind the magnet, two separated
arms of the detection apparatus were situated in such a way
to measure disjointedly positively and negatively charged
particles.

The four-vectors of the detected particles and fragments
were determined after the particle identification based on
tracking across the magnet as well as measurements of the
time-of-flight and the energy deposit with the hodoscope
walls. After the decay vertex finding, the invariant mass
of final states of interest was calculated, and a lifetime
estimation was inferred based on the observed decay vertex
position. The feasibility of the experimental method was
already demonstrated by observing !, 3

!H, and 4
!H, whose

physics results are discussed in Ref. [28]. In this Rapid
Communication, we report on the analyses and discussions
of the observed final states of d + π− and t + π− that might
be associated with 3

!n.
Using the track and event reconstruction procedures, the

particle identification for positively charged fragments was
first determined by the correlation between the measured
energy deposit and the deduced momentum from the track
fitting. The performance for the helium isotope separation was

reasonable, and the 3He contamination in the 4He identifica-
tion was estimated to be 1.7%, while the contamination of 4He
into the identification of 3He was 1.8% [28]. Additionally, for
the hydrogen isotopes and π− mesons the correlation between
the estimated momentum and the velocity β calculated from
the time-of-flight measurement was employed, as detailed
in Ref. [28]. The selection cuts used for the deuteron and
triton determination required their respective momenta to
fall in the ranges 4.3 ∼ 6.5 and 6.5 ∼ 10.0 GeV/c and
their respective masses to be within 0.935 < md < 2.785 and
1.455 < mt < 4.105 GeV/c2. A fair separation between the
hydrogen isotopes was achieved. The contamination of protons
and tritons in the deuteron selection is 0.75% and 2.7%,
respectively. For the triton selection the proton contamination
was negligible, while the deuteron contamination amounted to
1.9%. Cut conditions for triton and deuteron species were wide
enough so that there is no narrowing of the projectile rapidity
region, cross-checked with the rapidity regions of detected
helium and lithium isotopes.

After the identification of the particles and fragments of
interest, the invariant mass distributions of d + π− and t + π−

were studied with the identical rules for the secondary vertex
selections applied in the case of !, 3

!H, and 4
!H [28]. Figure 1

shows the resultant invariant mass distributions of d + π− in
panels (a1) and (a2) and t + π− in panels (b1) and (b2). The
longitudinal decay vertex position (Z) was requested to be set
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Invariant mass distributions of d + π−

final-state candidate in panels (a1) and (a2) and of t + π− in panels
(b1) and (b2). Panels (a1) and (b1) are for −10 cm < Z < 30 cm,
and panels (a2) and (b2) are for −2 cm < Z < 30 cm. Observed
distributions are represented by the filled-in circles. The hashed
orange (gray) region represents one standard deviation of the fitted
model centered at the solid blue (gray) line of the total best fit.
The black and colored dotted lines respectively show the separate
contributions of the signal and the background. The open triangle
represents the data corresponding to invariant mass distribution of
the mixed event analysis.
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The second point was also investigated, i.e., whether the
observed d + π− and t + π− signals can be originated from
the three-body and four-body decays of 3

!H, 4
!H, 4

!He, 5
!He,

and 6
!He, that are likely to be produced in the reaction. A mis-

reconstruction of these decay modes may occur by observing
only two among of the three or four daughter particles.
For instance, in the three-body decay of 3

!H→p + d + π−,
the proton and deuteron could be produced via a two-body
decay mode of 3He∗ + π− where 3He∗ (the asterisk means
an unbound state) is dissociated into p + d with a small
relative momentum. Theoretical study of this experimental
phenomenon was performed and described in Ref. [35], and a
similar experimental behavior in the three-body decay of 5

!He
was also studied theoretically [36,37]. Peaks of d + π− or
t + π− might be produced even though one daughter particle
is omitted in the reconstruction. Those scenarios were tested by
Monte Carlo simulations based on the phase space decay (code
for the CERNLIB [38] inside of ROOT framework). It was shown
that in the case of a chain of a two consecutive two-body decay
(a → b + c then b → d + e) in which the second two-body
decay has a small relative momentum transfer, i.e., small
Q value, the invariant mass of two out of three particles
(c + d or c + e) does produce a peak signal in the observable
spectrum. Because of the small Q value in the second decay,
the daughter particles or fragments (d and e) have very similar
momentum directions as their mother (b) in the laboratory
frame after the Lorentz boost of the center-of-mass frame of the
mother (b).

The possible contributions to the d + π− and t + π−

signals from the mis-reconstruction of these decay channels
shown in Table IV can be estimated from the experimental
data. The calculation is based on the peak integral of observed
hypernuclear two-body decay in the same data set, on the
trigger and detector efficiencies, and on the known branching
ratios of the decay channels of Table IV. In the case of 3

!H
and 4

!H the possible contributions in the observed d + π−

and t + π− signals were calculated by using the observed
peak integral of the two-body decay of 3

!H →3He + π−

and 4
!H →4He + π− [28]. In the case of 6

!He →6Li∗ +
π− →4He + d + π−, the observed upper limit in the 6Li + π−

invariant mass distribution and a branching ratio of three-
body to two-body decays were used to estimate its possible
contribution to the d + π− signal. 4

!He and 5
!He were not

observed in the analysis since they do not have two-body
decay channels and the efficiency for the three-body decay
reconstruction is an order of magnitude lower than that for the

TABLE IV. Possible contributions to d + π− and t + π− signals
from the hypernuclear mesonic weak decay channels.

Decay channel Branching ratios Counts

3
!H → p + d + π− [35] 8 to d + π−

4
!H → d + d + π− [39,40] 1 to d + π−

4
!H → t + p + π− [39,40] 6 to t + π−

6
!He → 4He +d + π− [41] 3 to d + π−

4
!He → p + p + d + π− [40,42] 8 to d + π−

5
!He → d + 3He + π− [40,43,44] 1 to d + π−

two-body decay. Therefore, we calculated the contribution of
4
!He and 5

!He by estimating the upper limit of their production
cross sections from the experimental data. Then we assessed
an order of magnitude higher to their production cross sections
to estimate the worst-case scenario. One can remark that the
estimated contributions from all of those three- and four-body
decay channels shown in Table IV are far smaller than the
observed d + π− and t + π− signal counts in Table I.

In conclusion, a signal in the invariant mass distributions of
d + π− and t + π− final states was observed. In addition,
the decay into d + π− and t + π− can be attributed to
strangeness-changing weak interaction since the extracted
lifetimes, 181+30

−24 ± 25 ps and 190+47
−35 ± 36 ps, respectively, are

similar to a typical weak decay process involving strangeness
(an order of hundreds of ps). The HIRES Collaboration
reported in Refs. [45,46] that no S = −1 dibaryon resonance
(!p) was encountered in the analysis of their missing-mass
experiment in the reaction p + p →K+ + (!p). Furthermore
the recent review from Gal [47] gives possible structures of a
S = −1 dibaryon, excluding (!p) possibility. In the review
from Dalitz and Downs [25], a !-nucleon bound state is
discarded. Those considerations may exclude the hypothesis
that the d + π− final state originates from a n! bound
state.

A possible interpretation for the observed t + π− and
d + π− final states might be the two- and three-body decays
of an unknown bound state of two neutrons associated with
!, 3

!n, via 3
!n → t + π− and 3

!n → t∗ + π− → d + n + π−,
respectively. With this interpretation, the production mecha-
nism of 3

!n might be the Fermi breakup of excited heavier
hyperfragments, and 3

!n might not likely be produced by direct
coalescence of a ! hyperon and a dineuteron state in the
projectile rapidity region since the dineutron state is known
to be unbound. The existence of such a bound state is to be
studied further experimentally and theoretically.
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HypHI exp. observed a 
signal in the invariant mass 
distribution of d+pi and t+pi 
channel. 
       PRC 88,041001R(2013) 
 
Data from HIRES Col. 
Excluded the (Lp) 
candidates 
        PLB 687, 31(2010) 
          PRD 84, 032002(2011) 
 
A possible interpretation 
might be the two- and 
three-body decays of an 
unknown bound state of 2 
neutrons associated with a 
Lambda:  
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STAR preliminary  
Yifei Xu (SINAP&BNL) 
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Topologic cuts 
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STAR preliminary  Yifei Xu (SINAP) 

Preliminary 3-body analysis also shows a short lifetime. 
Detailed results will be shown in HYP2015, Sept. 2015 by Mr. Yifei Xu 
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 Concluding Remarks 

Measurements of hypertriton lifetime are an interesting project in the 
field. Independent exp. present different results. 
 
Several theoretical interpretations have achieved in the field and 
tend to conclude a value close to the free Lambda’s 
 
New and precise measurements (>600 signals) from STAR Col. in 
the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider give a short value:    
 
Data from HypHI from GSI fixed target exp. Also show a short 
lifetime value: 
 
The discrepancy among different exp. is still there, the hypertriton 
lifetime is still a puzzle. New measurements from STAR Col., esp. 
for 3-body decay channel  should shed new light on the puzzle.  

                

τ =123±22
26 ±10

τ =183±32
42 ±37ps
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The shortened lifetimes of hyper-3H and hyper-4H are due to the Pauli blocking effects 
which will suppress one pole amplitude but unaffect the other. As a consequence, the 
“perfect cancelation” between those two pole terms will be violated and the increased 
amplitude will broaden the width and then shorten the lifetime of the hypernuclei. 

Q. Zhao, Private communication 

 baryon internal conversion process 
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Bin Width

Different Cuts

Present is 4MeV bin, τ  fit result is 123± 24ps
For 2MeV bin, τ  fit result is 116 ± 23ps

Systematic error due to binning is 5.7%

Change cuts 1):  τ :120 ± 30ps

Systematic error due to cuts is 6.2%

Change cuts 2):  τ :130 ± 28ps

Total Systematic Error: ~8.4%

Absorption
Hypertriton interacts with air and detector structure materal
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Absorption effect is less than 1.5% and can be neglected

Systematic Study on Lifetime 


